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  Quit Your Band! Musical Notes from the Japanese
Underground Ian F. Martin,2016-09-01 From the
sugar rush of Tokyo's idol subculture to the
discordant polyrhythms of its experimental punk
and indie scenes, this book by Japan Times music
columnist Ian F. Martin offers a witty and tender
look at the wide spectrum of issues that shape
Japanese music today. With unique theories about
the evolution of J-pop as well as its history,
infrastructure and (sub)cultures, Martin
deconstructs an industry that operates very
differently from counterparts overseas. Based
partly on interviews with influential artists,
label owners and event organisers, Martin's book
combines personal anecdotes with cultural
criticism and music history. An accessible and
humorous account emerges of why some creative acts
manage to overcome institutional pressures,
without quitting their bands. Ian Martin's writing
about Japanese music has appeared in The Japan
Times, CNN Travel and The Guardian among other
places. Martin is based in Tokyo, where he also
runs Call And Response Records.
  外国人のためのローマ字英和・和英辞典 三省堂編修所,1999-05-25 日本語部分にローマ字読
みを付した、外国人向けの英和・和英辞典。英和5万項目、和英6万項目を収録。
  Our Wonderful Days: Tsurezure Biyori Vol. 1 Kei
Hamuro,2019-11-12 Also known as Tsurezure Biyori,
a touching yuri series about two girls falling in
love in the Japanese countryside. As children,
Koharu and Mafuyu were best buds until Mafuyu
moved away to Tokyo. But now, several years have
passed and Mafuyu is back, attending the same high
school as Koharu. As the two girls explore their
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sleepy hometown, Koharu can’t help but develop a
crush on her childhood best friend...
  Bottom-Tier Character Tomozaki, Vol. 6 (light
novel) Yuki Yaku,2021-03-23 LOVE MIGHT BE THE
HARDEST GAME OF ALL... It's November, and the
school festival is right around the corner.
Meetings with Hinami have begun again, and life
has mostly returned to normal...until Hinami asks
Tomozaki to decide who he wants to be his
girlfriend by next week. As he searches for an
answer, he's busy planning for the festival,
taking photos, and even visiting another school
with Mizusawa. But while Hinami's deadline
approaches, Tomozaki will have to face his own
emotions in a way he never has before...and those
of someone close to him.
  The Anime Encyclopedia, 3rd Revised Edition
Jonathan Clements,Helen McCarthy,2015-02-09
Impressive, exhaustive, labyrinthine, and
obsessive—The Anime Encyclopedia is an astonishing
piece of work.—Neil Gaiman Over one thousand new
entries . . . over four thousand updates . . .
over one million words. . . This third edition of
the landmark reference work has six additional
years of information on Japanese animation, its
practitioners and products, plus incisive thematic
entries on anime history and culture. With
credits, links, cross-references, and content
advisories for parents and libraries. Jonathan
Clements has been an editor of Manga Max and a
contributing editor of Newtype USA. Helen McCarthy
was founding editor of Anime UK and editor of
Manga Mania.
  Yona of the Dawn, Vol. 35 Mizuho
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Kusanagi,2022-04-05 Feeling ill from the Crimson
Illness, Su-won is unable to attend a conference
with a South Kai delegation. Yona goes in his
stead and manages to hold her own, but what will
she do when someone blames her for the death of
one of the delegation members?! -- VIZ Media
  Miracle Man of the Western Front Hagop Martin
Deranian,2007 In the intense fighting that marked
World War I in Europe, an Armenian-American
volunteer dentist quickly became known for his
skill in treating the disfiguring facial injuries
suffered by large numbers of British soldiers.
Working originally under primitive conditions in
makeshift hospitals near the battlefields of
France, Varaztad H. Kazanjian exhibited a humane
concern combined with innovative medical
procedures that established his reputation and
marked his subsequent career as a founder of the
modern practice of plastic surgery. In recognition
of his war service, Dr. Kazanjian became known as
the miracle man of the Western Front and was
invested by England's King George V in the most
distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George.
Other honors followed as Dr. Kazanjian returned to
the United States, where he continued his
education and went on to a brilliant career as a
surgeon, teacher at Harvard, and author of
scientific articles. This biography traces the
many influences that contributed to the remarkable
success of the young man who fled from massacres
in Ottoman Armenia to the United States in 1895.
From modest beginnings in Worcester,
Massachusetts, Kazanjian managed to enter Harvard
Dental School. He went on to serve in World War I,
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earn a medical degree, and make remarkable
advances in plastic surgery. He is remembered not
only for his medical innovations and
accomplishments, but also as a kind and modest
person, the gentle genius of plastic surgery.--
Adapted from book jacket.
  Rule Makers, Rule Breakers Michele
Gelfand,2019-08-20 A celebrated social
psychologist offers a radical new perspective on
cultural differences that reveals why some
countries, cultures, and individuals take rules
more seriously and how following the rules
influences the way we think and act. In Rule
Makers, Rule Breakers, Michele Gelfand, “an
engaging writer with intellectual range” (The New
York Times Book Review), takes us on an epic
journey through human cultures, offering a
startling new view of the world and ourselves.
With a mix of brilliantly conceived studies and
surprising on-the-ground discoveries, she shows
that much of the diversity in the way we think and
act derives from a key difference—how tightly or
loosely we adhere to social norms. Just as DNA
affects everything from eye color to height, our
tight-loose social coding influences much of what
we do. Why are clocks in Germany so accurate while
those in Brazil are frequently wrong? Why do New
Zealand’s women have the highest number of sexual
partners? Why are red and blue states really so
divided? Why was the Daimler-Chrysler merger ill-
fated from the start? Why is the driver of a
Jaguar more likely to run a red light than the
driver of a plumber’s van? Why does one spouse
prize running a tight ship while the other refuses
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to sweat the small stuff? In search of a common
answer, Gelfand spent two decades conducting
research in more than fifty countries. Across all
age groups, family variations, social classes,
businesses, states, and nationalities, she has
identified a primal pattern that can trigger
cooperation or conflict. Her fascinating
conclusion: behavior is highly influenced by the
perception of threat. “A useful and engaging take
on human behavior” (Kirkus Reviews) with an
approach that is consistently riveting, Rule
Makers, Ruler Breakers thrusts many of the
puzzling attitudes and actions we observe into
sudden and surprising clarity.
  Roll Up Your Sleeves Tunde Jaiyebo,2021-04-25
Life demands that anyone who desires to be
successful must be fully equipped in order to
attain this goal. As we progress in life however,
various challenges come up and we must learn to
handle them appropriately, else they deter us from
fulfilling our dreams. This book, ROLL UP YOUR
SLEEVES, will aid you to face life headlong by
helping you to fully prepare for anything that
comes at different stages of life. It would walk
you through sensitive issues such as rejection,
discouragement, worry, offences and many other
flaws that make us feel inadequate as we journey
through life. It also provides biblical insights
into different ways through which these challenges
can be overcome so that you can reign and enjoy
life as God intended for you to.In ROLL UP YOUR
SLEEVES, you will find tools which will help you
to evaluate yourself and ensure that you are
making progress relative to the maximal
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utilization of the resources that come your way.
Success would only be evident when you apply due
diligence and hard work. It is indeed, time to
roll up your sleeves.
  The Anime Encyclopedia Jonathan Clements,Helen
McCarthy,2006 An encyclopedia of Japanese
animation and comics made since 1917.
  A Strange and Stubborn Endurance Foz
Meadows,2022-07-26 “Many a reader longing for a
sense of homecoming in the realm of romantic
fantasy will find it in A Strange and Stubborn
Endurance.”—Jacqueline Carey “Stolen me? As soon
to say a caged bird can be stolen by the sky.”
Velasin vin Aaro never planned to marry at all,
let alone a girl from neighboring Tithena. When an
ugly confrontation reveals his preference for men,
Vel fears he’s ruined the diplomatic union before
it can even begin. But while his family is ready
to disown him, the Tithenai envoy has a different
solution: for Vel to marry his former intended’s
brother instead. Caethari Aeduria always knew he
might end up in a political marriage, but his
sudden betrothal to a man from Ralia, where such
relationships are forbidden, comes as a shock.
With an unknown faction willing to kill to end
their new alliance, Vel and Cae have no choice but
to trust each other. Survival is one thing, but
love—as both will learn—is quite another.
Byzantine politics, lush sexual energy, and a
queer love story that is by turns sweet and
sultry, Foz Meadows' A Strange and Stubborn
Endurance is an exploration of gender, identity,
and self-worth. It is a book that will live in
your heart long after you turn the last page. At
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the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
  K-ON! College kakifly,2014-02-18 Yui, Mio,
Ritsu, and Tsumugi embark on their college
adventures! It will take some time for the girls
to get used to life away from their families and
adjust to the pace of college life, but there's
one aspect of their new situation that there's no
uncertainty about-joining the pop music club! But
they aren't the only high school band making their
debut on the college scene. Is Afterschool Tea
Time ready to perform alongside the hard-rocking
rhythms of The Girlz?!
  100 Manga Artists Masanao Amano,2017 Discover
the latest and the greatest of Japan's manga
scene. This revised and updated edition features
classic maestros like Osamu Tezuka (creator of
Astro Boy) and Katsuhiro Otomo (creator of Akira)
as well as the most exciting newcomers such as
Hajime Isayama and, of course, their fictional
superstars.
  Anime and Philosophy Josef Steiff,Tristan D.
Tamplin,2010-04-10 Anime and Philosophy focuses on
some of the most-loved, most-intriguing anime
films and series, as well as lesser-known works,
to find what lies at their core. Astro Boy, Dragon
Ball Z, Ghost in the Shell, and Spirited Away are
just a few of the films analyzed in this book. In
these stories about monsters, robots, children,
and spirits who grapple with the important
questions in life we find insight crucial to our
times: lessons on morality, justice, and heroism,
as well as meditations on identity, the soul, and
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the meaning — or meaninglessness — of life. Anime
has become a worldwide phenomenon, reaching across
genres, mediums, and cultures. For those wondering
why so many people love anime or for die-hard fans
who want to know more, Anime and Philosophy
provides a deeper appreciation of the art and
storytelling of this distinctive Japanese culture.
  Scum's Wish, Vol. 7 Mengo Yokoyari,2018-05-22
After Hanabi is heartbroken, she goes to Karuizawa
with Ebato. This journey is guiding the two
towards an end to their relationship. Elsewhere,
even after Mugi conveyed all of his feelings to
Akane, the free spirited girl didn't reply in
kind. Who is the one that holds the keys to her
heart?
  Subsídios para os estudos japoneses:
Bibliografia de artigos de revistas especializadas
em assuntos japoneses ,1986
  Banana Fish, Vol. 18 Akimi Yoshida,2019-06-25
Donning the uniform of a doctor, Ash visits the
hospital where Eiji is being treated. Ash is
alarmed by Eiji's condition, and in a shocking
turn of events, makes an alliance with a man from
his past. It's time for him and his crew to make
their move on Golzine, and the streets will once
again be filled with the stench of blood. -- VIZ
Media
  A Show for the World In2EdAfrica,2021-05-12 A
story of how two African/Australian children
started their own social enterprises to raise
money for a dance show in Kenya in 2020.
Illustrated by the children in the In2EdAfrica
dance troop in Kenya.
  Greatest Hits Daniel T MacInnes,2017-11-21
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Greatest Hits is An Anthology in Four Volumes that
examines, dissects and satirizes every angle of
the pop culture universe: film and television,
animation and live-action, rock and jazz music,
vinyl records, classic video games, politics and
daily life. Writer and artist Daniel Thomas
MacInnes delivers his signature style of sharp
wit, biting sarcasm, warm nostalgia, and the
search for the cultural threads that bring us all
together. In Greatest Hits, MacInnes presents, in
a incisive collection of essays and personal
stories, the trivial absurdity and profound
brilliance of modern life. These include
denouncing the media circus surrounding Michael
Jackson's untimely death (Now Watch the Thriller
Zombies Chew On the Corpse), championing the
genius of 1970s Miles Davis (Get Up With It),
conjuring childhood memories of video games (Seven
Cities of Gold), and celebrating the animated
movies of Studio Ghibli (My Neighbor Totoro,
Spirited Away). Like everyone's favorite greatest
hits albums, this book is a fitting portrait of
the artist, and a perfect distillation of a
singular and irresistible literary voice. Greatest
Hits essays include: ActRaiser; Anne of Green
Gables; California Games; Donkey Kong Country;
Herzog Zwei; My Neighbor Totoro; Napoleon
Dynamite; Ratatouille; Sonic CD; Spirited Away;
The Thriller Zombies Come to Chew on the Corpse;
Truth is the First Casualty of War; and 80 more.
  Zen and Western Thought Masao Abe,1989-02-01
This collection of Abe's essays is a welcome
addition to philosophy and comparative philosophy.
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